
The stories behind miracle GPL-37 Chain Reaction Stimulant 

 

From 12% increase in nutrient uptake ratio became to 45% increase uptake 

ratio while combined with the Chain Reaction GPL-37 Stimulant. 

 

 

 

Strongly confidence to recommend you to use our unique Chain Reaction Stimulant – 

GPL -37 to MIX / collocate with your any fertilizers. 

 

Why The Chain Reaction Agent 

Why is 1+1≠≠≠≠2 ? 

A single nutrients with multiply effects 

Do you believe it? 

The most instances for almost various fertilizers, they have 3% to 15% increases maximum 

in nutrient uptake in the plants on its own. However when combined with our Chain Reaction 

GPL-37 Agent, it was 39% to 52% uptake which was amazing. 

 

Your actual testing and experiment will be most important and will have sufficient proof to 

verify its efficacy and benefits.  

The proof of the pudding is in the eating. 



(Evidence is better than theory.) 

 

======CHAMPION PRODUCT======DISTRIBUTOR WANTED===== 

AQIS Permit No. IP11008205 (Australian Government, Department of Agriculture, Fisheries 

and Forestry) 

U.K. Permit: OF&G Regn No.UKE0540 

=================================================================== 

The product is meet EU and UK standard (Permit: OF&G Regn No.UKE0540 in U.K.). 

It is also very suitable application on the hydroponics farms. 

 

Sub. GPL-37 (technical grade) as ADJUVANT for any yourself fertilizers and USE yourself brand name  

GPL-37is a guide of which all nutrient factors and fertilizers (included farmers used various fertilizers such as NPK, 

Urea, Humate), it is able to lead and support the all nutrients to join the process of chain reaction, therefore, if you are 

the manufactory of any kinds of fertilizer, you may consider to combine and mix with our Technical Grade of 

GPL-37 (NOTE: the Technical Grade is named GPL-37, for which effect improvements and increased some 

more functions with boosting a high value and power more on your various fertilizers (liquid and granular are 

available). The technical grade material is named GPL-37/ item #HS-9412, its major ingredient (100% G.P.L.-37 

chain reaction agent), which could be combined and mixed with any your fertilizers and use yourself brand name, the 

combine method and percentage rate are your option and prepared by yourself as your requirements. 

 

EXAMPLES in CANADA: 

Dr. Mangan is a famous professional agricultural engineer in Canada and the whole 

Americas. The below experiment and trial is his expert conducts, they already test the 

genetic side and study into the range / field of the plant DNA. That is a very professional and 

advanced scientific trial, they are our important partner and very helpful to our organic 

fertilizer and products development. 

 

=================THE STORY BEHIND MIRACLE GPL-37 CHAIN REACTION STIMULANT============== 

----- Original Message -----  

From: Mrs. Morgan 

To: JIN-SHENG CHEN 

Sent: Sunday, July 29, 2012 9:50 AM 

Subject: Re: test and experiment for our miracle organic fertilizers - GPL-37 and LINK-SOIL 

 

Hi Jin 

 

We did receive the box on tue last week. We just gave the first feeding in the trial on some small plants last 

Mon to start and will test to see if all the parts of the plants are reacting positively before we upscale as we do 

all the testing. I will keep you informed. 



 

We have strict trials for Organic certified fertilizers and we need to make sure our SC Diagnostic testing with 

PCR and Gas Chrom all confirm findings before we upscale in the organic category. 

 

Thank you for getting it to us and we will chat soon. 

 

Regards 

 

Dr Mangan 

On Fri, Aug 24, 2012 at 11:10 PM, JIN-SHENG CHEN  wrote: 

Hi Dr.Michael Mangan,  

  

Many greetings and hope all are well with you. 

  

Could you pls advise what your progress on our GPL-37 and how about of your first feeding in the 

trial on some smal plants since Mid of July? 

Also what is the results of SC Diagnostic testing with PCR and Gas Chrom? 

  

Have a great day. 

 

Jin-Sheng 

======================================== 

 

 

----- Original Message -----  

From: Mrs. Morgan 

To: JIN-SHENG CHEN 

Sent: Sunday, August 26, 2012 1:45 AM 

Subject: Re: test and experiment for our miracle organic fertilizers - GPL-37 and LINK-SOIL 

 

Hi Jin 

 

We are just about to start assay on all parts of the plants with and without our Organic fertilizer. I sense the 

phenotyping has increased now we need to se the genotyping to conclude. Give me 2 weeks and email me and 

I will have results. I sense that what I have invented will work well with your 2 products , I just need to 

confirm it all can be certified Organic to continue. 

 

Thanks 



 

Dr Mangan 

On Mon, Sep 10, 2012 at 9:14 AM, JIN-SHENG CHEN  wrote: 

Hello Dr. Mangan, 

  

Greetings. 

  

May I get your results of the genotyping? and your valued comments with sales intention in your 

terrtories? 

 

Thanks and await your reply soon. 

  

Jin-Sheng Chen 

===================================== 

 

  

----- Original Message -----  

From:From:From:From: Mrs. Morgan 

To:To:To:To: JIN-SHENG CHEN 

Sent:Sent:Sent:Sent: Sunday, September 16, 2012 4:41 AM 

Subject:Subject:Subject:Subject: Re: test and experiment for our miracle organic fertilizers - GPL-37 and LINK-SOIL 

 

Hi Jin 

 

Just back from the NorthAmerican conference and we discussed your product you sent us. 

 

1- We did have 12% increase in nutrient uptake in the tomatoe plants on its own. 

 

2- However when combined with our GrowBigTeaTM it was 45% uptake which was amazing. 

 

So we have applied for secondary testing and have been excepted to commence greenhouse testing with your 

product combined with ours under artificial light to see if we can obtain the same or better results. 

 

 

As for the genetic side of the test we wont be completed for six months since our team has to complete the 

wet chemistry test before the geno and phenotyping is completed. Also This data will be kept very 

confidential due to the plant DNA we work on. But I will let you know roughly and we can then start the next 

part in our application tot he government to permit us to import for commercial use and reselling in our 



product lines. 

 

You will need to share the manufacture best price so we can make the market priceÂ  as well.  

 

When we re diswtribute our GrowBigTea TM to Asia then we can also explore the possibilities for you to 

produce for us there to reduce the shipping cost for us as well. Since it is likely we will have a combination 

product all certified Organic by our Canadian and Californian standards. 

 

We will discuss this in 4-6 weeks possibly earlier. 

 

Thank you 

 

Dr.Mangan 

From: JIN-SHENG CHEN  

Sent: Sunday, October 28, 2012 11:29 AM 

To: Dr.Mangan 

Subject: Re: test and experiment for our miracle organic fertilizers - GPL-37 and LINK-SOIL 

 

Hello Dr. Mangan, 

  

Many greetings and with best wishes to you and your family. 

  

As to your valued comments, our suugestion and explaination as below: 

1- We did have 12% increase in nutrient uptake in the tomatoe plants on its own. 

We suggest you still need to test our product / GPL-37, and GPL-37plus GrowBigTeaTM in separately, 

and apply them from the first apply the GPL-37 and GPL-37 plus GrowBigTeaTM after planting till the 

final application and yield harvest comparison and  to follow up its final results and contrast the final 

results. I believe that you will get the most signification results and how to promote the products 

GPL-37, and GPL-37 plus GrowBigTeaTM. 

  

2- However when combined with our GrowBigTeaTM it was 45% uptake which was amazing. 

Why the effects of GPL-37 were so miracle and specialty? please refer to our GPL-37 

recommendation letter (GPL-37 (item#HS-9412)-recomn.doc) from our attachment. 

  

In facts GPL-37 is a guide of which all nutrient factors and fertilizers (included farmers used various 

fertilizers such as NPK, Urea), it is able to lead and support the all nutrients to join the process of 

chain reaction. It can be directly used fertilizer in the field or the raw material of NPK/NP compound 

or blended fertilizer, therefore, if you are the manufactory of any kinds of fertilizer, you may consider 



to combine and mix with our GPL-37 as Adjuvant, for which effect improvements and increased 

some more functions with boosting a high value and power more on your various fertilizers (liquid 

and granular are available). The chain reaction process ranges from INFILTRATION, TRANSFER, 

CIRCULATION, CONVERSION, PRODUCTION, CREATION, REPLACEMENT, STIMULATION, 

MULTIPLICATION, CATALYSIS and RESTORATION in combined effects. 

  

Perhaps the explanation is not very clear and very mysterious. These are often the period of 

observation and tracking actual results. In fact, today's technology is so developed for nature stuff, 

objects have very many events can not understand and know even go verify. 

  

Could you please let us know what is happen from your second test results? and what is the 

test results of the genetic side? 

  

ALSO INFORM US WHAT WILL BE YOUR NEXT PROGRAMS AND PROPOSAL? 

  

Many thanks for your best attention, and awaiting your good news. 

  

Jin-Sheng Chen 

==================================== 

 



 


